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LEWISTON
FALL MEET ENDS
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Ten weeks pass quickly, and as
December intrudes, the latest
Lewiston Overcoat meet, and indeed
the Maine racing season is history.
Statisticians proclaim the meet a
success. Though more races were
raced per card the overall nightly
handle was $15,000 above similar
dates a year ago, final daily average
shaded $90,000.
Though class animals were absent
this spring, first Gordon Tenney
then Clayt Smith were able to bring
together competitive groups of
horses. Racing was impressive.
Early on the Mr. 1,000 and the
Maine Stakes finals got the meet
underway, but into November it
survived on just the appeal of Maine
racing. Flashy Tone and Tartuf
paced wins in 2:02.4, but Luck’s
Lazy Lady, Rebecca Jean, Race Me
Aggie, Fast Pete, and Armbro Aster
were impressive as well.
The much discussed tote system
smoothed out and presented an
infield of information for patrons,
after the initial problems it properly
faded into the background and
performed to expectation.
But perhaps the story of this meet
was the continued dominance of
Walter Case Jr. Though he over
powered all teamsters at Scar
borough, in Lewiston he was back
home. There is no official way to
determine his impact on a meet, but
many fans come just to capitalize on
his consistency. Casey doubled the
wins of any other driver in his quest
of the National dash title. More
important in three drives of every
four he was on the board. Casey
r e g u la r ly ra ck ed up th r e e ,
four, and even five win nights, a two
win night was a disappointment
enroute to nearly 100 wins in 40
cards. Among the variables at the
track only Casey could be counted
on.
Racing resumes here early in
February, and the upgrading of
facilities is expected to continue,
changes for the coming season are
already planned. The tote board was
only the first step in a long term
improvement plan.
It wasn’t so many years ago when
the overcoat meet meant huddling
around barrels of fire to keep warm.
Now this meet bears improving
statistics, and carries the sport from
the warm days of summer to the
next racing season.

Bert Beckwith with Charmax, a winner recently in the Open Pace at Foxboro Raceway.

FOXBORO HARNESS MEET CONTINUES
Friday night, (Nov. 26) Foxboro
Raceway hosted the final leg of the
Providence Pacing Series for fillies
and mares. The winner in a big
upset, sent off at 35-1, Phantom
Flyer. This established a new career
mark for the three year old —
Phantom Flyer is owned by S.
Jacobs and the Red Coat Stable,
trainer Bert Beckwith handled the
driving assignment.
The featured OPEN TROT was
won recently by Nifty Christy,
making it two in a row for the six
year old son of Christopher T. Bruce
Ranger, Christy’s regular trainer
driver stole the show cutting a
leisurely half in 1:03.4. At this point,
Ranger asked his trotter for speed

BY LARRY MILLER
reaching the three quarter in 1:34.4,
finishing the mile under wraps in
2:04.3, last quarter in 29.4. This was
win number six for Nifty Christy and
sent his seasonal earnings to $21,983.
Sunday n ig h t’s co -fea tu red
Preferred Pace was won by Hillbilly
Ore with a big rush through the lane
for the meet’s leading driver, John
Hogan. Currituck Vernon, the
perenial rabbit, cut some torrid
fractions, 29.1-58.4-1:28. Currituck
Vernon packed it in through the
lane, and Hillbilly Ore mounted his
winning charge. Time for the mile,
1:59.- win number ten for the year
for Hillbilly Ore, seasonal earnings
clim bing to $38,008. Hoedown
Hanover finished second for Jim

Doherty.
The explosive two year old,
Winner’s Accolade made it eight
straight with a front running 2:01.2
effort for trainer—driver Dave
Pinkney Jr. Winner’s Accolade is by
Windshield Wiper out of the Bret
Hanover mare Winner’s Reward.
The featured OPEN PACE was
won by Charmax. Getting the per
fect trip behind front running Skir
Dhu, Charmax sat the pocket while
Skir Dhu cut the fr a c tio n s
29.2,1:00.2, 1:29.3, halfway down the
lane Charmax shook loose and
coasted to his seventh victory of the
year. Charmax is owned by B. Beck
with, Ed and John Gomarlo of N.H.,
and his seasonal earnings now tally
$42,029.
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An Editorial
It’s hard to believe that our second
year is coming to an end. Northeast
Harness News has doubled its cir
culation and appears to be well
received by those with an interest in
the Standardbred.
Harness racing in New England
seems to weather all storms. Tracks
burn, the economy tightens, dates
clash, but come spring and there will
be more people than ever in the
business.
It’s hard to get out of harness
racing, especially if you’ve had the
opportunity to jog and become
acquainted with your horse. There is
a real competitiveness and pride of
ownership which most businesses
cannot claim. Add to this an escape
from the “nine to five” working
world, and you will understand why
racing is still the No. 1 sport in at
tendance nationwide.
On the local scene, we are still
awaiting the final signatures for the
purchase of Rockingham Park, but
on a final note the recently
established New England Sulky
Championships appear to be a well
accepted improvement in Stakes
racing for the local area. If sup
ported in a positive way by hor
semen, these Stakes could aid in
broadening the quality of breeding
and ra cin g th rou ghout N ew Downeast Harness News
By c l a r k Th o m p s o n
England.
In the meantime lets hope for the
As another harness racing season spring and summer for owners Tom
best for 1983! Don’t forget to sub winds down, many owners and and Betty Lavin of Caribou. We
scribe this month, if you haven’t trainers look to the fall and winter understand that “Parksy” has two
already done so.
yearling and mixed sales for next yearlings under his care for Walter
year’s stakes and raceway stock. Reed Jr. of Fort Fairfield.
Merry Christmas to one and all!
This past fall area horsemen Arnold Stanhope of Jonesport
Jean Emerson, Editor traveled to Ohio, Pennsylvania, reports that Skipper Gene Marx’s
Kentucky, New York, and the first Maine crop of yearling’s broke
Canadian M aritim e p rovinces well and are jogging at the Machias
M. H. H. A. News searching for 1983 hopefuls. MHHA fairgrounds.
director Norman Murray made a Dr. Alroy and Eastlyn Chow’s My
M.H.H.A. Executive Secretary, couple of trips to Ohio bringing Bill
Forwood continues to set
Bert Fernald announced recently back a trotting bred yearling for one records
he paced to a record ninth
that by Dec. 1, closing date for of his owners among others. Tom sub twoasminute
mile at Freehold
Director applicants, he had received Perkins of Blue Hill picked out a Raceway in October
— the most
the following names: Dana Childs — General Star filly out of the Moun miracle miles by any harness
Westbrook; Glenn Deletetsky — ta in F arm s c o n sig n m e n t at in that track’s history. At horse
Mechanic Falls; Bill Edwards — Harrisburg. Mountain Kim is out of report, the Chows are planninglast
to
Gardiner; Helen Gassom — Cum the good Maine Stakes filly Moun stand “ Bill” at stud in Maine for the
berland; Dick Howard — Biddeford; tain Cindi and is learning her lessons
breeding season.
Elmer Lee — Coopers Mills; Audrey in the Warren Strout Stable. Other 1984
On November 17 Bangor area
May — Gorham.
yearling purchases at Harrisburg cable television view ers were
Remember the election will be at were made by Clayt Dickison and treated
to the first installment of
the annual meeting and banquet on Jed Sutherland of Debec, New Tony Aliberti’s harness racing
Jan. 15 at the Augusta Civic Center. Brunswick — a Happy Motoring colt series entitled “At The Gate.” The
(Happy Senga) and Dana Swett of series is produced with technical
Walter Case Jr. leads in wins. Presque
Isle — another Yankee assistance from Jeff Crabarz at
Bambino colt (Stonegate Wake). Bangor’s sister cable station in
By BOB LOWELL
Walter Case, Jr., is the nations Trainer/driver Jim Miller may have Lewiston and is being shown locally
leading driver according to figures stolen one at the Harrisburg sale by Coastal Cable TV thanks to the
released by the United States when he signed for Hip No. 474 cooperation of station manager Jack
T ro ttin g A sso c ia tio n . As of “ Mountain Robby” (Precious Fella VanKuillenburg. If you enjoy the
November 15, Case held a 15 race — Sue Butler) — the other half of show, drop a line to Jeff or Jack at
lead over all-time driving champion Aroostook County’s Mountain farm their respective stations.
Herbe Filion. Case had 440 wins s’ consignment. Mountain Robby is a
full brother to Mountain Fella who December brings good news to
while Filion was second with 425.
Meanwhile three other New was race timed in 1:57.3 and a local horsemen as the Bass Park
England reinsmen are ranked winner of over $80,000 as a two year Corporation has reconsidered its
nationally. John Hogan is 12th with old in 1982.
decision to close the winter barn and
Red Brewer informs us that Ray track effective December 1. In order
251, Ruel Goodblood 13th with 244
and Paul Battis is 25th nationally and Kim Ireland have shipped to for the facility to remain open,
Florida with several yearlings after horsemen will have to abide to the
with 191.
Form er Maine driver B illy breaking them at the Presque Isle terms of a
contract drafted by
O’Donnell has won $5.4 million to set fa ir g r o u n d s. T here are ap management which includes, among
an all-time record. O’Donnell was proximately seventeen yearlings other conditions, an increase in stall
the first driver to win in excess of $4 remaining at the fairgrounds. Red is rentals to $35 or $40 per month
breaking four yearlings including depending upon the horse population
million last year.
Last year’s leading driver was two by first crop sire Scarlet Skipper at the winter barn. Horsemen will
Eddie Davis with 404 and he now is for Bob Irving.
also be responsible for all electrical
Interesting to note that Mr. bills that exceed $800 per month.
tied for 6th with Reg Gassien at 283.
Filion finished second last year with Pipeline (Songcan — Ginny Dares) DEHHA President Harry “ Skip”
became the first two minute credit E s t e s w orked c lo s e ly w ith
403.
In the near future Hoof* Beats for the prolific Ginny Dares at management to help insure that the
magazine will have an article about Foxboro recently. Halson Parks got winter training facility would
this promising colt going this past remain open.
Walter Case Jr.

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Cam Fella,
1,000 pounds of sheer determination
with the agility of a ballerina, has
been voted the 1982 E. Roland
Harriman Harness Horse of the
Year.
The 3-year-old pacer received 164
of the 309 votes cast in balloting
conducted by the U.S. Trotting Assn,
and U.S. Harness Writers’ Assn.
Genghis Khan, a 6-year-old pacing
horse, finished second with 48 votes,
followed by Three Diamonds with 31,
Jazz Cosmos with 14, and Fortune
Teller with 12.
From January into November,
Cam Fella was simply “ awesome”
for his Ontario owners, Norman
Clements and Norman Faulkner.
It wasn’t however, sheer speed
which propelled Cam Fella to
Harness Horse of the Year honors.
His fastest time of 1:54 is almost five
seconds slower than the 1:49 1/5
world record held by Niatross.
What Cam Fella had this year was
sheer racing determination, which
earned him the nickname, “The
Pacing Machine.”
In 33 starts, Cam Fella finished
first 28 times and second twice. He
finished out of the money only twice
for trainer and driver Pat Crowe.
His season began with an 11-race
win streak which stretched from
January 15 to April 23 before the
major stakes had begun.
Supplemented to the first and
third legs of pacing’s Triple Crown,
the Cane Pace and Messenger Stake,
Cam Fella won both of those. He
couldn’t however, supplement to the
middle leg, The Little Brown Jug.
He also raced 12 times in Canada
and won that country’s version of the
Triple Crown, the Prix d’ Ete, Queen
City Pace, and Confederation Cup.
Cam Fella came into the 1982
campaign an unknown. His racing
career began late in his 2-year-old
season on August 11, 1981. When
December ended, Cam Fella did not
stop. He raced his way right into
January and his final start this year
was November 7.
Sired by Most Happy Fella and out
of Nan Cam, Cam Fella has proven
to be a profitable investment. He
was initially purchased at the 1980
Lexington Tattersalls Yearling Sale
by Ontario horseman Doug Arthur
for $19,000. Following his 2-year-old
season, Cam Fella was sold for
$100,000 to his present owners, who
acted on the advice of Pat Crowe.
His earnings for this year total
$879,723.
Cam Fella will not retire to the
breeding shed as present plans call
for him to race in 1983.

Equine Course Offering
The Rochester Equine Clinic and
staff is offering a continuing
education course in equine surgery,
medicine, lameness, and obstetrics
for the layperson.
The course will consist of six twohour slide, lecture, and demon
stration sessions at the Rochester
Equine Clinic. These will be held
every Wednesday evening from 7:00
p.m .-9:000 p.m. from February 23,
1983 through March 30, 1983. The
course will include hospital case
discussion, therapeutic swimming,
and surgery demonstrations.
A fee of $34.00, payable to the
Rochester Equine Clinic, will be due
at or before the first session. Pre
registration
is
required,
as
enrollment is limited.

Out Of The Past

Henry Clukey

By BOB LOWELL
While the 1982 Maine racing was leading driver in 1954 according
schedule is winding up at Lewiston’s to Steven Wolf of the publicity office,
“overcoat” meet, which is as
Many of the Clukey family still
t r a d i t i o n a l as t u r k e y
a t make their home in Harrington,
Thanksgiving, the hot-stove circuit Delaware. Galentine adds “ he
picks up where racing leaves off.
stopped in Harrington on his way to
The hot-stove circuit is in session Florida in 1947, like it, and we’re still
wherever horsemen gather whether here, “ although my mother resides
it be the local coffee-shop, tack in Florida.”
room, banquets, or thawing out in a
Many here in Maine claimed that
pick-up while winter training on the Clukey had recorded the first twowind-whipped beach at Old Orchard, minute mile on a half-mile track, but
It makes little difference where David Carr of the U.S.T.A. searched
they gather, the topic usually shifts the records and found that Frank
to reminiscence when the blustery Ervin did it first at Delaware, Ohio
Maine skies threaten snow. The with Sampson Hanover in 1:59.3.
veterans remember names like However, Mainers don’t give up
Fleming, Bruisie and inevitably easily. They say more than likely,
they’ll mention Henry Clukey.
Henry was the first under the lights.
Recently, retired harness driver
Clukey, who was born in Dexter,
Roy G artley, resp on d in g to Maine, campaigned several good
questions on the telephone said, horses in the 1940’s. Elliot Fogg of
“ Clukey? Sure I remember Henry Windham says, “Clukey had a
Clukey. I knew him better than I double-gaited horse called Paxton
know you. Back in 1947,1 hauled him Hanover by Calumet Chuck and he
into Roosevelt.”
kicked so bad that he often raced in a
He continued, “the first time I saw jog cart with special permission.”
Clukey was in 1933 at Lincoln, There was also Pioneer Hanover,
Maine. He won seven heats in one 2:014 by Peter the Brewer, who was
afternoon...he started driving way owned in Canada and Miss Royal
back in the twenties.”
Napolean owned by Harry Baker in
Clukey first drew national at- Portland,
tention in 1932 when he was listed
Gartley recalls Clukey driving a
along with Doc Parshall and Jay fast horse named Walter Dale, as
Douglass as the top three drivers in well as Federal, Boblewyn, and
the country.
Peter Pokey.
One of Clukey’s
In his career, Clukey raced many leading patrons was the stable of
top horses including the world S u lliv a n and M aw hinney of
champion two-year old Dusty Machias, Maine. He campaigned
Hanover in 1940. He established the several horses for this stable which
track record at Windsor, Maine of one year raced 42 on the “Roarin’
2:01 and a fraction and that record Grand,” according to Billy Berry,
held until this year.
—
grandson of the,, legendary Tom
Austin “Ned” Galentine, whose Berry (as Billy’s father-in-law was
mother is Clukey’s widow, tells us, Fred Mawhinney.)
“He won with Hi Los Forbes at While the driving record is nearly
Roosevelt in 1:58.4 in 1953. That race impossible to track down, we do
was hailed as a miracle m ile.” Ned, know that he was a top horseman
incidently a top driver in his own who raced quality stock and who is
right, served as paddock judge this still highly regarded in New
year at Brandywine, where Clukey England.

The Emerson’s

SANDY BROOK FARM
Home Of Top Maine Two-Year-Old Trotter

T .W . HAPPINESS
(Two Demand — Mattuta)

Has Three New York Eligible Weanling Stud Colts

FOR SALE
PRECIOUS FELLA
FIRE WHEN READY
SUNDANCE SKIPPER
SONNET MARIA

SUNDANCE SKIPPER
OUTA THE BLUE

V isitors W elcom e!
TEL. 207-282-9295
Boom Rd., Saco, Me.

“

T h e re’s A lw ays A M arket
For Q u ality S to c k ”

Dusty Hanover with trainer/driver, Henry Clukey.

Mountain Skipper Returns
By Harvey B. Robbins
Mountain Skipper, regarded as the Mountain Skipper trimmed a full
greatest harness race horse in New seven seconds off the track mark
England history, has returned to the with a 1:59.4 mile in what was then
scene of his most triumphant (1974) the fastest race in Maine
moments. The 14-year-old stallion harness history,
has been shipped to Sawmill Stud
Raised, trained and driven by
Farm in Amherst Mass.; where he Arthur Nason, and on occasion by
will stand for breeding services.
his son John Nason, the rugged
The move to Massachusetts is stallion made his home in Efconsidered the most significant step fingham, N.H. on the Nason’s
in enhancing the new $400,000 Pacealong Farm.
Massachusetts Sire Stakes program,
However, after completing his
which is supervised by the racing career Mountain Skipper
Massachusetts
Food
and went to New York in order that his
Agriculture Dept. This program is colts would be eligible to a rich sire
intended to help the harness racing stakes program. New York Sire
industry compete with other regions Stakes has a $7 million dollar annual
throughout the nation with an em- value. Despite competition from
phasis on local breeding of mares, many of the nation’s leading sires,
Without an effective sire stakes Mountain Skipper ranked fourth
program, Massachusetts broodmare among New York money winning
owners have had to ship out of state stallions in 1979 and 1980. He has
in order to be eligible to race their sired 10 colts with lifetime records
colts in lucrative stake events.
better than 2:00, including Mountain
Mountain Skipper brought more Lawyer (trained and driven by
fame to New England than any other Foxboro’s
Bob Tisbert),
and
harness horse. In 1973 he was named Mountain K O (trained and driven
the Aged Pacer of the Year in the by former New England driving
United States. That year he was champion Ted Wing. These two
named New England Horse of the horses are full brothers and have
Year an unprecedented third raced in 1:55.1 and 1:56 respectively,
straight time. In 1976 he became the This year Mountain Skipper’s twofirst horse to be inducted into the year-old filly I Marilyn is the leading
New England Harness Writers Hall performer in her New York Sire
of Fame. He retired in 1974 with Stakes division for Hall of Fame
earnings of $304,876 and a lifetime trainer-driver Billy Houghton,
speed record of 1:56.1, set in a time
trial in Lexington, Ky.
Mountain Skipper is still owned by
Though Mountain Skipper cam- Nason, who made the move to
paigned in New York, Ohio, Penn- Amherst so that his prize stallion
sylvania, Kentucky and New Jersey, could be closer to his home and still
he made most of his appearances in participate in a successful sire
New England. He was a former stakes program. His stud fee has
track record holder at Foxboro with been set at $1,500. Roger Slobody,
a 1:58.1 time. He won the $30,000 owner of Sawmill Stud, is thrilled
Atlantic Seaboard Circuit final at over having Mountain Skipper in his
Foxboro and was the only horse to western Massachusetts farm. “The
ever win a pair of races in 2:00 or Rorse left a vivid impression on
faster at Rockingham Park.
anyone who ever saw him race. In
The charismastic bay horse every respect he was a great, great
established a huge following of race horse. The response of broodmare
fans and was actually tendered owners has been overwhelming,”
standing ovations after many per- notes Slobody.
formances. Perhaps the most Mountain Skipper, winner of 44
memorial effort was at tiny races in his electrifying career, is
Fryeburg Fairgrounds in Maine, back where he belongs.

WHISPERING PINES STABLES
AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL BROODMARE OWNERS:
We at Whispering Pines believe we have the best Standardbred Stallions in Maine and
New England. Just take a minute and read the following:

No.1 SKIPPER GLENN p . 2 :0 2 .3 (M eadow Skipper-M ary Senator)
His first crop raced this year, perform ing extrem ely well
and showing outstanding prom ise fo r ’83. Ask Don
Richards what he thinks o f these young ones. As an added
attraction this year, if the same owner brings in two mares
to be bred to Skip, the second mare w ill be charged only a
$300. stud fee. The conception rate fo r the p a st fo u r years
has been 8 0 percent. Rem em ber, Meadow Skipper is a
“Sire o f sires!" This stallion has unlim ited potential.
No. 2 TRAVELIN B O Y p . 2:00.1. (Adios Boy-V erm ont Dream )
Travelin Boy is a well known New England Invitational
pacer with earnings over $ 2 3 8 ,0 0 0 . Consider his aged p er
form ance at 11 years o f age before retiring to stud. The
place, The Meadowlands on March 10, 1979, this tough
racehorse won free-legged on an o ff track in 2 :0 0 .4! Some
o f his yearlings are here at the stable and look terrific. They
can be seen at any time. As fo rm er driver/train er B ill
O ’Donnell says, “Travelin Boy was one o f the gam est horses
I have ever been around, although he m ay have been beat, it
was never fro m lack o f effort — he was all h ea rt!’’ His con
ception rate fo r the p a st two years is 1 0 0 percent.

■

/

No. 3 TRUSTY DREAM p. 2:01 (A d o ra ’s Dream -Friendly Lass)
We would like you to com pare Trusty D ream ’s foals from
the two mares, Buttonw ood Peg and Rene Carpenter. These
mares have produ ced a total o f fiv e other foals by fo u r New
York stallions! The d a m s’ records clearly show that the
percentages are with Trusty Dream, as his colt and filly are
the best individuals fro m both mares. Trusty Tough Guy p.
l:5 9 .lh was outstanding! In 1 9 8 3 his two year olds will
race in Maine. The exceptional looking Trusty Blaze has
been sent to train in South Carolina. The conception rate
fo r this stallion is 8 0 percent.
No. 4 MASTERMIND p . 2:00.1 (Rom eo Hanover- Jefferson Rainbow)
Recently this stallion has become prom inent throughout
Maine and New England, previous to this he raced the New
York circuit where he placed in the M onticello Classic plus
many other stakes and invitationals. He comes fro m a fa m i
ly o f two minute perform ers with earnings in the millions.
In 1 9 8 2 he test bred the mare, Ardena Sterling, who is
presen tly in foal. As the cold winter approaches, dig out
your books and check his breeding, yo u ’ll get warm ed up
autom atically!
Send all inquiries to Whispering Pines, 511 Blackstrap Rd. Falmouth, Me. 0 4 1 0 5 . Our
staff will send out all information you desire and invite you to come and visit. Our
facilities include: boarding, foaling stalls, turn outs, fire alarm system in all barns, inter
coms tw enty-four hour vet service and trailering. R em em ber! “ When you come to the
best you receive the b est.’’
.......... Sincerely,
Brooks and Nancy Smith and the crew at Whispering Pines

Personality Profile

HORSES FOR SALE

Ginny Marcus

Night Slave
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Generals and Presidents aside, regularly campaigned a string of
this life is ruled by gray haired horses. His racing success has sent
ladies. Whether it’s in an Indian him to Europe to campaign big
village elder, or a grandmother, or money winner for the Derricho
the lady down the street, a good deal stable, and as far away as Australia
of power is delegated to these in buying expeditions. Ginny is most
unofficial brokers.
proud.
When you want to know something
Success is no accident. Growing in
about the race track, go see Ginny, a world dominated by men, Marcus
Mrs. Marcus. Her finger is on the found her way to power through
pulse of racing. She keeps official others. During the war she was a
track of the stalls at Lewiston mechanic on aircraft engines at
Raceway, but the rest of the time Bangor. After the war she played a
she monitors just about everything key role in the decommissioning of
else.
the air base.
In the Summer she establishes her
She fears no one and nothing, is
headquarters in hometown Bangor, well read, and able to perceive the
and makes the right stops during the nature of a person’s soul after a few
fair cycle. The rest of the year she short words of conversation,
works in the Raceway office at At the track she answers the
Lewiston. Most of the time she has a phones and complaints, through her
horse or two of her own. She is no office flows a constant stream of
absentee owner, she does much of friends. Ginny can speak the
the conditioning herself. She’s up at language of each, be rough when
five, knows the idosyncracies of the needed and offer a shoulder the next
stray cats as well as horsemen, few moment.
details escape her. Ginny accepts There is little question about who
you for what you are, money or owns a track, and who makes the
position mean nothing.
rulings in the sport, but to get
This year Ginny turned a cheap something done, or get an answer to
claimer into a fourteen race winner, a question, or understand a facet of
Golden Yankee Boy made nearly the sport, or absorb a bit of culture
$10,000 racing entirely in Maine. But or history: there is only one person
Ginny’s softest spot is reserved for to see. She’s handled generals, and
her son Jimmy. James Marcus is millionaires, but she always has
well known where the sport is taken time for a word or two with you. . . .
seriously, in New York, and has the name — Ginny Marcus.

(Tem pest Hanover— H aldale)
g . l l W ith Mark of 2:03. Earnings of $2,466 in ’82.

Hebron Sam
(Meadow Paige— Miss Gene)
g.8 Mark of 2:03.1 — Been Racing in Maine
.

Proven Trotting Broodmare
Piper Adios 2:09.1
(W atchful— Adios Banna)
Dam of Shelia’s Girl 2:09.1 $10,831. Raced in New Hamsphire Stakes

Priced To Sell
Call: Richard Labranch, Tel. 603-497-3157

Ginny Marcus at the M.S.B.O.A. picnic in Pittsfield this past summer.

In 1983 The Freem an Parker Stable W ill Stand

LORD VICAR

Who Is By BEST OF ALL p. 1:56.2, One Of The Nation’s Leading Percentage Sires.

But If You Believe In The Bottom Line, You Must Look At His Dam, The Prolific MARY FRANCIS,
New England’s Most Productive Broodmare, With Fifteen Foals — ALL Race Winners Under 2:10!

LORD ROGER p 1:58.2 — Sired: 1 in 2:00 — 9 in 2:05
LORD TAR HEEL p. 1:59.1
LORD LOUIS p. 2:02
LORD MAJOR p. 2:02.1 — Sired: 1 in 2:00 — 3 in 2:05
LORD BARRY p. 2:02.1
LORD BILL p. 2:03.3
LADY HELEN p. 2:03.4
LADY MARYANN p. 2:03.4 -

Dam of: 1 in 2:00

LADY DEBBIE p. 2:03.4 — Dam of: 1 in 2:05
LORD ALEX p. 2:04
LADY FOX p. 2:04.3 — Dam of: 2 in 2:00 — 2 in 2:05
LADY WINNIE p. 2:07
LORD VICAR p. 2:07.3
LORD FOX p. 2:08
LORD BOB p. 2:09

“ We Welcome Problem M ares.”

N.J

All Mares Pasture Bred 11 Mares Bred In 1982, Settled 10 In First Service.
STUD FEE: $400 Live Foal
CALL: 207-625-3353
%
' * *' - West Baldwin, Maine

From

C ianchette Stable
Introducing The Training Team At Lewiston Raceway Under The Guidance Of

W arren and Lill Strout
Shown With Promising Two-Year-Old Colt Chinbro Skipflo (Skipper Knox-Chinbro Flo)

Training Crew:

Chuck Moran

Scott Rollins

Roland Jacks

Robin Withee

Dave Cochere

Standing At The Pittsfield Facility For 1983 Will Be The Outstanding.

SKIPPER KNOX p. 2:00.4
(Meadow Skipper — Knight Knox)

’750
The Tough Racehorse

TIME CLOCK
(Good Time — Nola Abbey)

$500
Introducing For ’83
The Superbly Bred T rotter

THE FIREBALL
(Speedy Scot — Honor Donul

$500
For Bookings Call:

207-487-5810

Willis Henderson

Northeast Harness News
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*As of Dec. 1 411 reported

Aunt Ginny
A.D.’S ALVIN-1
Catherine Bumpas
Andy’s Broom
Cash Promise
Barbi Jan
Bowens Beauty
Silver Creek Polly
Mrs. Robinson
Thorpes Partner
Beth Hill
Maggie T
Piquonian Gal
Treasure Killean
Gold Pirate
Peachy Keene
AMMO HANOVER -12
Saratoga Jane
Kadepus
B.J.K.
Wynnie Tarana
Sissy H
Tourtella
Lin Mar Sally
My Arab Friend
Swifan A
O-Sha-Nu
Tin Lizzie
Westridge Yukon
Taga Lee
Susie Q. Frost
Choice An
Stacie Frost
Bunny Gale
Topless
Fannie Mae Byrd
My Josie
MANDATE -9
Polly Flinders
Lullathorpe
Carroll O’Brien
SNAPPY DUKE - 3
Slick Bet
Pacealong Lucille
SCOTCH BANKER - 27
Stonegate Collene
Norma’s Star
M.S. Crystal
Jane M
Stacie Hill
Mini Miss Tux
Apple Dumpling
Su Mac’s Sister
D AND F -1
So Fair
WORTHIEST-2
Deviled Egg
Ar Lyn
Jennifer Royal
Alice Barmin
Stacey Halloran
Lady Jasmine
Oaklawn Princess
Volo Sue
DEAN GAMBLE - 4
SPEEDY MONEY-3
Pantarbra
Jeannie Weannie
Miss Knight Bret
Victor Greene
Mother Eve
Hills Ingrid
Burnt Toast
Mia Jay Time
Jefferson Queen
Farmstead Gal
Rodel Beth
Lib Hill
Sarah T. Knight
Tracy Lee
Miss Close Call
Carmen R
None as of 11/16/82.
Lindamark
V.I.H.
Earthbound
Lisa Medium
STEPHEN
0
.-3
7
Nats Miss Dandy
Little June Babe
ARMBRO KEN-11
DERECHITO - 7
Take the Gate
AIR CADET
MASTERMIND -1
Magic Cindy
Alex’s Kay
Will Be A Puppet
Hot Rod Lita
__
Ardena
Sterling
Emma’s
Angel
Miss Brywall
Bev’s Star
Avon Linda Lee
MIRACLE’S FELLA - 2
Deleon Cindy
Mother Love
AL PAYSON
Pace-A-Long Jill
My Gal A.
Thorpe Along Donut
Andreas Dream
Heritage Beatrice
Pace-A-Long Breeze
Tarr’s
Turmoil
Farmstead Audrey
Mohaw Fancy
Velvet Adios
Ms. Suffolk
Chancey Matilda
ARMBRO UTAH
MR. SUFFOLK -11
Luck Ahead
J.M. Brenda
Miss Culpepper
Tempered Beauty
Arapuni
H.K. Jolly
Toujours
Jo’s Best
Keep Movin
ARMBRO VALUE
Fashion’s P.D.
Sassy Corral
Widower’s Time
ELECTION DAY - 5
Take the Bit
Pompey Meadow
Steady Council
Tavern’s Farvelvet
Lucky Gem
Direct Duncan
Everday Miss
Wise Prudence
Lightning Joyce
Miss Dianne D.
AUTUMN FROST
Greenacres Denise
Our Little Miss
Mattuta
Ginger Rod
Johnnie’s Memory
Speedy Jill
Suffolk Stacie
Fulla Lassie
Juanita B.
BARON’S MANSION - 4
Bonde Baroness
AWESOME YANKEE
Deanna’s Duane
Some Swift
ValTwo
Tiny Widow
Bonnie Special
Dosvedonya
Lisa
J
Win Marie
FLYING TACKLE-3
Anti Ruth
Heritage Cindy
Valsota
BRET HART
Miles End Sarah
Sonnett Maria
Beebee Blue Chip
Hurricane Jean
Shirley Time Riggs
Devil Spirit
Outa the Blue
Polchas Dream
Wingbrooks Dream
Miss Lite Me
BEST JE FFR E Y -27
Deanna’s Delite
Polly O.
EASY FRISCO
MONOCLE -1
Royal Flora
Wicklow Nan
Tavern’s Edna
FORTUNE DONUT - 2
Loving Touch
Shadowscope
Butter Quinton
Vanessa Dee
Jill Airliner
DIAMOND DALE
NEVELE PILOT -11
Fair Rambler
SKIPPER GENE MARX Full Time Dream
Patchwork
Frisky’
^
B
est
Annie’s Gone
Sooner
Meadow Melody
GOLDEN PLAYBOY -1
Worthy View
Namahana
FORMAL OCCASION
Miss Elaine T.
Bell Mitchell
Nadines Champ
Best of Wise
Vermont Adios
Flaming Brets Star
Miss E.A.
GREENIE “D” JOEY -1
Sea Two
Banbury Black Bird
Sweet Sota
Esquire Babe
Hayburner
I’M FRANK SWENSON
Race Me Hera
Ann H. Budlong
Miss Election Day
Tangee Jugette
GYPSY PETE -1
Laurie Esquire
Ta Racer
O.C. Cinderella
Fly Fly Donna
Sky Go
Lisa Barmin
KNIGHT AND DAY
'Sister Crain
Pretty Kitty
H.T. JOHN -1
Miss Honor N
Chocolate Float
Katy Valentine
Me Jne
Fonda
Frost
Gala
Time
Honey Sparkleway
Amy Lobell
Singapore Sling
IAN HENRY-4
Miss Snardo
MILES END JIM
Little Miss Mitch
Betty Byrd
Hapas Filly
Glinka Marvel
MEFStar
Lorraine Ann
Some Whirl
Hollys Gal
Gator Rum
Miss Bronze Star
NEVERSINK
Bellnow
Shadydale Gayety
OLD FRAZIER - 7
Hundred Valleys
Tuned In
Fair Reason
Just Trying
Miss Blackguard
Buzzer
SKIPPER GLENN -17
Lenina Queen
NOFAT
IonaJSenator
Coalmount Dinah
JO B-7
Bricks Dancer
Super Ribbon
Greenacres Bunny
Bertie Kash
Narragansett
High Tru
Dale Lori
Pretty Lisa
Blitzen Maid
Betty’s Bonus
Tarr’s First
S.S. PRINCE ARNESS
Bouncing Bet
C M Lator
Trotwood Darlene
Mar
Con
Marie
TERRY
DARES-2
Miles End Dot
Elsie Rodney
April Q
Saint Clair Damsel
Tiny Bambi
Miss El Chan
SOCIAL SCION
Snow Maiden
Gator Rum
Sailors Cash
Le Holly
Dave’s Lisa
OUR FREEDOM-4
Speedy Contralto
Nancy
Knight
THE FIREBALL-4
Virginia Alice
Impromptu
Paper Bert
Drawbird
TAGALONG FREEMAN
Formal Alliance
Win Me
JONAS HANOVER -13
Majestic Suzy
Peachy’s
Gal
Swift
Willow
Pretty Plumber
Corgtn Fulla Time
Miss Betty Ridge
Misty Show
Dortown
YUKON NORTH
Gaelic Waltz
Momentums Lisa
Marilyns Pluff
Glinka
Marval
Careless
Mold
BETTOR’S CHOICE - 5
PASTIME FATMAN - 2
Kim Lee
Mighty Kodema
TIME CLOCK - 3
Slick Jean
Aten’s Mary Colby
Fawn Dru
Captain’s
Girl
Chinbro Minifly
Maudene N.
Daytona’s Terri
Drexel Sally
Hazel Ann
Lou Can Tangle
BOOKS FOR SALE
Lakewood Wag
RICCI BOLD PAYSTER Sugar Newport
Cherry
Hill
Babe
Philsota
Tiny B. Oregon
Shawsheen Lady
Snowney Valentine
Mountain Katie
TOPPER LOBELL-7
U.S.T.A.
Miss Rope Trick
Chester Francis
Steam Heat
Momentums Missy
Mark’s
Mare
BIG LEAGUE STAR -10 Tiki Moraka
SKIPPER KNOX-30
ROMEO’S IMAGE-11
Star Gayze
Star’s Snow Byrd
Sires & Dams Books
Sail Over
Cant
You
See
Lilley
Gray
K
a boodle
Star’s First Lady
Sunday Red
Little Ms Natalie
First Count
Puff of Smoke
Double or Else
1957 to 1976 with the
Bon’s Eye
Gracious Painter
Mar Con Countess
Miss Tempest
Frost Princess
Bell
Ridge
J.M.
Majestic
Mountain
Mae
Starbyrd
Ashgrove
Exception of 1967.
KEYSTONE TRYST - 4
Chinbro Brenda
Dottie Star
Golden Tassel
Aloha
Maggie’s
Sister
Chinbro
Flo
Belle
Fire
TRAVELIN
BOY-4
Olympic Maid
Ribbon Cain
Demon’s Angel
Chinbro Marge
Gypsy Win
Lorolei Whiz
Also U.S.T.A.
Tickory Manjim
Chinbro Sue
Adio
Burn
Lady
Klondyke
Gentle Touch
Miss Speedy Hayes
Debbyette Moraka
Swift River Jane
Trusting
Terri
Tulip Poplar
Yearbooks
J.M. Gem
Isolette
LARSEN LOBELL - 5
Linda Sota
BRET’S BOY-4
Lassnite Moraka
Icy Delight
Sweet Libby
TRICKS TREAT-2
Race Me. Rainbow
Part 1
ROYAL PRINCE-4
Lorieland
Julie Moraka
Miss R**' i
Thorpe’s Dream
Questina Mark
Fulla Ginger
Miscellaneous
Madam ^ ^ter
Contessa April
Tru Wendy
Steady Belle
1971 to 1976.
Lina Lou
TRUSTY DREAM-6
Edwina Mahone
Arrogant Mili
• Stonegate Imp
Hurricane B.S.R.
Mitzie Knight
CIVIL WAR -1
LAVERTO HANOVER - 2
J.M. Flo
Touch of Velvet
Flying Minnie K
Left Fvjot
Beth Dexter RUSTY RANGE -14
Helen’s Bluejay
Inviolable
E. Nathalie Hatch,
COLEMAN -14
Vivid Adios
Borderview Diane
Char-Lou’s Joy
Parading Jezebel
Emmy’s Lady
Silky Star
LORD VICAR -11
Hungry Helen
Miss Patty C.
61 Main S t
April Colden
Lisa Barmin
Randy’s Hiki
Apex
Abbe Louise
Meadow Maisy
Miss Annie K
Free As A Breeze
Harry’s Sandy
WATCHFUL -12
Farmington, Me.
Windsor Lady
J. W. Marge
Be A Chief
Baronella
Loren Hill Lass
Greenacres Lynn
Breeze In . 7.
.
Star Is Born
Omaha’Hannab
Keystone Satin
Tel. 207-778-2831 . , v
Ambition
Covet Kash
Swift Super Star
Norangoes Dream
Tricks Song
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Horsemen’s Associations

Endorse “New England Sulky Championships.”

An exciting new program to replace the problem —plagued New England Sire
akes has been approved by the S.O.A.N.E, M.H.H.A., W.N.E.H.H.A.,
B.O.A.N.H.* and N.E.S.B.O.A. During the past three months representatives
om these organizations and track management have worked together to design a
ake program to be known as the New England Sulky Championships. This
'ogressive action preserves the breeding incentives formally provided by the
ew England Sire Stakes.
It became necessary to replace the New England Sire Stakes because of in
easing problems in scheduling these events so there would be no conflict with
e various state-sponsored Sire Stake programs in New England. Too many short
jlds and the resulting now — betting races also helped seal the fate of the eightiar-old program. The final races under the New England Sire Stakes banner will
; held for two and three-year-olds in 1983. The New England Sulky Chamonships will make its debut in 1984. All foals eligible for the New England Sire
akes will automatically be eligible for the new program.
The idea of the New England Sulky Championships is to provide a highly
omotable series’ of races carrying lucrative purses for New England
bred
iree-year-olds. There will be no racing for two-year-olds.
Eligibility requirements make it necessary that a foal must be conceived in one
: the four New England states with pari-mutual harness racing and a statejonsored Sire Stake program. These four states are Maine, Massachusetts, New
ampshire and Vermont. The foal must be sired by a stallion registered for the
:ate-sponsored Sire Stake program where it stands and also for the New England
ulky Championships. In addition, a foal has to be out of a mare registered for the
jew England Sulky Championships, be nominated as a yearling and paid up as a
-vo and three-year-old for the program.
Payments and due dates for the New England Sulky Championships are as
>llows:
1. Stallion Registration — Due Jan. 15 ($50)
2. Mare Registration — Due Jan. 15 ($15)
3. Yearling Nomination — Due May 15 ($25)
4. Two-year-old Sustaining — Due March 15 ($100)
5. Three-year-old Sustaining — Due Feb. 15 ($200)

The basic format of the New England Sulky Championships allows for the six
best three-year-olds in the categories of trotters, filly pacers and colt pacers from
each of the four participating states (24 horses in each category) to race in two
elimination legs for decent overnight purses. The eight surviving horses in each
classification will compete in the championship finals for jackpot purses.
To determine the horses that will represent each state in the Sulky Cham
pionships, a point system has been devised. Points will be awarded on the basis of
50 for finishing 1st; 25 for 2nd; 12 for 3rd; 8 for 4th; and 5 for 5th in each of the
state-sponsored Sire Stake races for three-year-olds. Once the three-year-old
stake racing is over in each state a list of horses that qualify under the point
system will be provided by each of the four states involved. The Sulky Cham
pionships will be held after all of the states have completed their stake racing
schedules.
Purses for the Sulky Championship finals will consist of payments made to keep
horses eligible; bank interest on payment money held will be added; there will be
starting fees; tracks will bid to secure the races for their facilities and bid money
will be added; an effort to sell the Sulky Championships to a commercial sponsor
will be made and this money would also go toward the purses. It is impossible to
predict exactly what the purses will be, but if there is heavy participation by New
England horsemen and breeders these purses will indeed be substantial. Once the
program is primed full cycle and the foals conceived in 1983 race as three-yearolds in 1987, it is possible the purses could be $30,000, $40,000, $40,000 respectively
for a trot, a filly pace and a colt pace.
New England is just about the only area of the U.S. A. with harness racing that
doesn’t have a prestigious, classic racing event. The New England Sulky Cham
pionships could fill this void if New England horsemen and breeders cooperate.
Register your stallion! Register your mares! Let’s get this new program off to a
flying start.
Payment notices will be mailed out as usual for the final year of New England
Sire Stakes racing. However, because of the expected heavy participation in the
New England Sulky Championships which would require huge, expensive
mailings; no forms or notices will be sent. Instead, all forms and payment
reminders will be provided in this newspaper, the Northeast Harness News. We
strongly endorse this fine source of area harness news and suggest you subscribe
to it today; especially if you plan to participate in the New England Sulky Cham
jj The N.E.S.B.O.A. will administer the New England Sulky Championships and pionships.
II checks should be made payable to them,
Save this issue and use the enclosed form!
r

IMPORTANT NOTICE

? THE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS AND OWNERS ASSOCIATION OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE AND NEW ENGLAND
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ELEVENTH ANNUAL

BALL AND AWARDS
BANQUET

V

* To be held at The Highway Hotel In Concord *
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If you purchased a yearling privately, at the Maine Sales, or at the Riverslea
Farm Auction, and you want to keep it eligible to the New England Sire Stakes in
1983, plus the New England Sulky Championships in 1984; we need the following in
formation :
1. Name of yearling
2. Yearling’s Sire and Dam
3. New Owner’s Name And Address
Don’t miss out on the final year of New England Sire Stakes racing or the first
year of the New England Sulky Championships. The yearling you bought could be
one of New England’s best. So send the required information today. Only yearlings
sired by a stallion registered for the New England Sire Stakes are eligible.
N.E.S.B.O.A.

Cocktails 6 pm - 7 pm

Dinner at 7 pm

$15.00 per person

With the re-opening of Rockingham Park due to become a reality in the near
future we all have something to celebrate. So why not plan to attend our “Annual
Awards Banquet and Ball” to toast the return of high class harness racing in New
Hampshire. It will be a great opportunity to meet old friends, enjoy a superb
buffet and dance your legs off to a good variety of music. We can guarantee you
will have an enjoyable evening. Order your tickets today.
This year we will be having a giant raffle in conjunction with our banquet. The
numerous valuable prizes to be given away to lucky winners on banquet night will
include two grand prizes the first will be a $1,000 breeding to Romano Hanover and
the second is a $1,000 breeding to Blitzen. If you don’t own a broodmare the
chances are good you can sell your free breeding for cash right at the banquet.

Pick Up Tickets At The Door

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE S.B.O.A.N.H.
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R.S.V.P. by January 22,1983

Rochester, N.H. 03867

Dear Horsemen,

S.B.O.A.N.H. Annual meeting and election of Officers at 3 pm
N.E.S.B.O.A. Annual meeting and election of Officers at 4 pm
TICKETS:

27 Gina Drive

Zip

Name:

To: Mrs. Jeanne Ferland

Address:

Mail to: P.O. Box 441, Somersworth, NH 03878 - Phone 207-698-1302
Those requesting membership check here □ $10.00

X

__J^jJJOjPer Tickpt^

____ 6JicketsJoi_S25.00

New England Sulky Championships
Yearling Nomination Form for foals of 1982 sired by a stallion registered for the N.E. Sire Stakes.
Due May 15, 1983 Fee $25
Make checks payable to N.E.S.B.O.A. Mail to 27 Gina Drive, Rochester, N.H. 03867.
Owner’s Name

Sire and Dam

Yearling Name

1.
2..
3 ..

4. .
5.

6.
7.

8.

1

9.
10 .
Signature And Address Of Owner

I----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------

iNew England Sulky Championships
Stallion Registration Form (1983 Breeding Season)
Bue Jan. 15,1983 Fee — $50 Per Horse
Make checks payable to N.E.S.B.O.A. Mail to 27 Gina Drive, Rochester, N.H. 03867.
Stallion Name

Sire And Dam

Farm Where Standing

'•

2.

3.
4.
5.

8.
9.

10 .
Signature And Address Of Owner Or Lessee

New England Sulky Championships
Mare Registration Form (1983 Breeding Season)
Due Jan. 15,1983 Fee — $15 Per Mare
Make checks payable to N.E.S.B.O.A. Mail to 27 Gina Drive, Rochester, N.H. 03867.
Sire And Dam

Mare Name

State Being Bred In

1

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8

Q
10
'

-J
Signature And Address Of Owner Or Lessee

Future forms and payment notices will appear in this paper at least one month
prior to being due. Be aware, the burden of remembering to make payments for
this program is yours. No late payments will be accepted.
If you have any questions that remain unanswered, feel free to call Rick Miller at
603-332-8976, but please call during office hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. only.
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS
27 Gina Drive
Rochester, N.H. 03867
Eugene Jonas, Treasurer
Dr. Albert Grass, President
Robert Ferland, Secretary
Rick Miller, Executive Secretary
Dana Childs, Vice President

Driver of the Month
Ernie Houle
by K.C. Johnson
This year, as in most recent years,
Ernie Houle is among the top five
drivers in terms of U.D.R. at Fox
boro Raceway. With a U.D.R.
hovering around the .290 mark and a
winning percentage of close to 18%
Houle is having one of his most
successful years ever, with over
fifty wins.
Ernie Houle was born on January
2, 1934. He had an interest in horses
all of his life. When he was younger,
the in terest centered around
Morgans and quarter-horses, but as
he got older he became more in
volved in harness racing, because it
was “ more competitive.”
Having no family previously in
harness racing, Houle was in
troduced into the business by
Howard Hepburn, a local dairy
farmer who he knew. Houle then
went on to work for the Salton River
Farms. After leaving them, he went
on to "New York, where he trained
and drove Fly Fly Byrd who as a
two-year-old took a mark of 2:02
while winning twelve of fourteen
races. As for his greatest moment
while driving Fly Fly Byrd, Houle
cites the time when he defeated the
Stanley Dancer-driven New Zealand
import, Cardigan Bay. After Fly Fly
Byrd was retired to stud (standing
then in New York, but now in
California), Houle returned to New
England and opened up a public
stable.
Among his first owners were
Beulah and W. J. Nicholson, owners
of the mare Lively Anne. After
pacing the Romeo Hanover-sired

Foxboro Report

I

Ernie Houle with the Preferred Pacer Skir Dhu at Foxboro Raceway.

mare, Houle decided to have her
trot. This was the beginning of one of
the most successful trotting careers
in New England history. Lively
Anne still holds the track record at
Foxboro for trotters, and remains
the only horse to have trotted a sub2:00 mile in Foxboro’s history. The
Nicholsons, along with Houle (who
was also a co-owner of Lively Anne)
decided in 1977 to breed her to the
sire Speedy Count, who then stood
in Pennsylvania. The result was the
filly The Lively One.
The Lively One first raced in 1980,
and in her first start was a good

Boston Pacing Series Final

Atomic Chuck upset a good field of
eight horses at Foxboro to win the
finals of the Boston Pacing Series
Finals, a late closer for three- and
four-year-old colts and geldings. The
mile was paced in a brisk 2:01.1.

As for pacers, Houle’s best (along
with Fly Fly Byrd) have been
Taurian, Worldly Wise, Happy
Jeffrey, and Skir Dhu. Taurian
raced as a three-year-old in 1979 and
took a mark of 2:03.1 at Foxboro. His
„ career reached its zenith during the
spring of 1980 at Rockingham, when
he won five of his first seven races.
However, he was upset in the Rock
Star Series Finals along with the
Pine Tree Late Closer Finals (at
Scarborough) and his career went
downhill from there. After having an
off year in 1981, the Houle Stable
became tops on the Foxboro grounds
in the spring of 1982, when Houle
raced Worldly Wise (Fulla Napoleon
- Worldly Lobell), Happy Jeffrey
(Most Happy Fella - Gena), and Skir
Dhu (Fulla Napoleon - Romeo’s
Rose). All three of these horses were
purchased by Houle for owner Louis
Brudnick of Lexington at the
jHarrisburg Fall Sales of 1981, and all
three have had excellent years. Shir
Dhu paced Foxboro’s fastest mile
(1:57), while winning seven lnvitationals. Happy Jeffrey won at
the Meadowlands in 1:56.1 this
summer, and Worldly Wise has
paced several sub-2:00 m iles.
Brudnick’s horses race under the
banner of his Sharlu Farms, which
has become one of the premiere
breeding farms in New England.
Although Houle goes to the
Meadowlands,
Yonkers,
and
Roosevelt on occasion with Skir Dhu
and Happy Jeffrey, he plans to
continue to base his stable at Fox
boro, citing loyalty to his New
England owners as the reason. And
if Houle can repeat his 1982 per
formance in 1983, he surely will have
several more owners to be loyal to.

second to the then two-year-old
T.N.T.’s Bambino. She then went
onto win three races in a row,
winning her last race as a two-yearold by eighteen lengths in 2:08.2.
When she returned as a three-yearold, Houle raced her in the Penn
sylvania Sires’ Stakes for two starts,
and for the year she earned $8,038 in
just fourteen starts, while taking a
new lifetime mark at Foxboro in
2:07. This year, however, her suc
cess has been more lim ited,
although she has still earned close to
$8,000 and taken a speedy mark of
2:02.4.

By k .c . J o h n s o n

moved Atomic Chuck from the rail.
Meanwhile, the trailing Mr. Pipeline
caught the field and moved to the
outside.
As they raced down the backside,
the field tightened up considerably,
as Atomic Chuck went three-wide of
Aaron’s Danny Boy. H.L. Skipper
also pulled to the outside, and both
challenged the pacesetting Hot
Ticket. Suddenly, Mr. Pipeline
moved four-wide and closed to
within a length of the leaders. The
three-quarters mile was paced in
1:30.1.
As they reached the top of the
stretch, it became clear that Hot
Ticket was going to fade, making it a
three-horse race between H.L.
Skipper, Atomic Chuck, and Mr.
Pipeline. They turned for home, and

The race was marred by a break
behind the starting gate of the heavy
favorite, Mr. Pipeline (Songcan Ginny Dares), who lost a great deal
of ground for driver Jim Morrill
(regular Willard Beckwith was
driving H.L. Skipper). Mr. Pipeline
had won two of the preliminary legs.
It was thus Hot Ticket, leaving from
the one hole, who took the early lead.
Hot Ticket had been a pre-series
favorite, but had disappointed in the
first two legs. H.L. Skipper landed
second from the two post position,
and longshot Aaron’s Danny Boy
came up third on the outside.
all three pacers eased by Hot Ticket.
However, neither H.L. Skipper nor
They paced the quarter-mile in :29
Pipeline could keep their
flat, with no change amongst the Mr.
momentum;
Chuck con
leaders. Hot Ticket still held a tinued on and Atomic
coasted
a lengthcomfortable one length advantage, and-a-quarter victory toover
with Aaron’s Danny Boy on the Pipeline. H.L. Skipper held on toMr.
be
outside and H.L. Skipper on the third by two-and-three-quarters
inside battling for second. On the lengths behind. Teki Time, Hot
rail, Atomic Chuck had moved up to Ticket, Argus, and Aaron’s Danny
be fourth for driver Art Mac Innis.
Kartlane Boy, Teki Time, Argus, Boy completed the field.
and a fast-closing Mr. Pipeline
Atomic Chuck captured the lion’s
completed the field.
share
of the $8850 purse for his
The half-mile was completed in a
fast :59.4. Hot Ticket drew away by owners, The Washburn Potato
a length-and-a-half, and H.L. Company of Washburn, Maine, and
Skipper moved along the rail to be catch-driver Art Mac Innis. The
second. It was obvious at this point Windshield Wiper colt paid $28.00 to
that Aaron’s Danny Boy was going win as he took a new lifetime mark
to fade badly, so driver Mac Innis of 2:01.1.

Providence Pacing Series Final

Phantom Flyer (Laetare-Fantasy
Fair) shocked a field of eight fillies
and mares to win the finals of the
Providence Series at Foxboro, a
late closer for three-and four-yearold fillies and mares. The Bert Beckwith-driven filly paced the mile in
2:02, which broke her old lifetime
mark by one-fifth of a second.
After a smooth start, one-to-two
favorite Armbro Aster (Warm
Breeze-Armbro Oteca), driven by
Robert Sumner, drove for early
command from the two post
position. Leaving along the rail was
the five-to-two second favorite
Velvet Crystal (driven by Dave
Pinkney). She settled in second
along the rail, but also leaving was
longshot Elizabeth Ironstone, driven
by Ernie Houle. Unable to get the
lead from Armbro Aster, and unable
to settle in in front of Velvet Crystal,
Elizabeth Ironstone ended up
parked on the outside and forced an
extremely fast quarter-mile, paced
in :28.3.
As they passed by the threeeighths pole, Armbro Aster and
Elizabeth Ironstone developed a
full-fledged speed duel, battling
head-to-head approaching the half.
Third place was still held by Velvet
Crystal, with K.M.’s Romance
(Kiley Moraka-Miss Roma Jac).
Fifth place was Phantom Flyer;
Polish Rose, Haisdan Maid, and
Cent From Heaven completed the
field.
The half-mile was paced in:59.4,
with Armbro Aster edging out to a
half-length advantage over a fading

Elizabeth Ironstone. It was at this
point that Phantom Flyer was
moved bv Beckwith from fifth place.
Armbro Aster then moved out to a
lengths advantage. However, Bert
Beckwith pulled Phantom Flyer
three-wide of Elizabeth Ironside and
by the five-eighths pole had pulled
even with Armbro Aster. These two
battled down the backstretch, but by
the three-quarters pole (which was
paced in 1:30.3), Phantom Flyer
took a slim lead. Velvet Crystal was
fading in third, with a fast-moving
Haisdan Maid and Elizabeth Iron
stone battling for fourth.
At the top of the stretch, Sumner
moved Armbro Aster backdown the
rail to once again pull even with the
Beckwith filly. These two had pulled
away by five lengths by this time,
but, as they turned for home
Phantom Flyer gradually eased out
to a lead. Midway through the lane,
Armbro Aster began to fade badly
and Phantom Flyer raced away by
three lengths. A fast-closing K.M.’s
Romance (Steve O’Toole) closed
that gap to two-and-a-half lengths at
the wire by passing a very tired
Armbro Aster near the finish. Arm
bro Aster ended up third by five open
lengths. The field was completed by
Polish Rose, Velvet Crystal, Cent
From Heaven, Haisdan Maid, and
Elizabeth Ironstone.
The crowd was stunned at this
point as the winner paid $73.40, with
a perfecta of $221, and a trifecta of
$715.80. Meanwhile, owners Stanley
Jacobs and The Red Coat Stable left
Foxboro $4,350 richer, having
captured the bulk of the $8,700 purse.

O U g,

Sharlu
Farms

m L fL M

L o u is J . B ru d n ic k , P r e s id e n t and D i r e c t o r of S h a rlu F a r m s
h a s a s s e m b le d th e f in e s t, f r e s h , young s ta l lio n s to s ta n d a t
New E n g la n d ’s P r e m i e r b re e d in g and tr a i n in g c e n t e r .
BOOKINGS W IL L B E L IM IT E D SO A C T NOW !

HAPPY JEFFREY
P, 2, 2:00 h, l:58.3f, 1:56.1
Most Happy Fella — Gena by Gene Abbe
Earnings over $100,000. Gena — 5 in 1:59, 3 in 1:56.1
Most Happy Fella sire of 223 in 2:00 — Sire of 2 1:55 Sires
Service Fee $1,250

DRILL INSTRUCTOR
2:00.1 f Nevele Pride — The Pro by Porterhouse
1979 Canadian Champion Open Trotter
1979 Record: 16 wins, 9 seconds, Earning $102,455
The Pro-dam of 3 Sub 2:01 Trotters
Drill Instructor — The fastest Trotting Stallion standing
in New England. Bred to Breed Future Champions
Service Fee $1,500

\

BIG POWER
P, 3, 2:01 h Gene Abbe — Tiny Wave by Shadow Wave
Winner of 4 Stakes Races
A full brother to Big Towner ($547,126):
P, 3, 1:56.1, l:58.2h, 4, 1:54.4 - l:57h
Big Towner sire of Toy Town P, 2, 1:57, Thurston
Hanover, P, 2, 1:58.2, Jovita Hanover, P, 2, T 1:59.1
Service Fee $1,000

NEVELE LEADER
P, 1:56.2 f ($168,387)
Henry T. Adios ($706,698) Hobby Horse Tar By Tar Heel
Full Brother to Silent Majority ($362,369); he’s the sire
of Abercrombie, P, 3, 1:55 ($984,391)
Service Fee $1,500

ALL FOALS ELIGIBLE FOR THE RICH MASS. AND N. E SIRE STAKES

Sharlu Farms Inc.
Route 63, Leverett, Mass. Tel. 1-413-549-4491
Office: 20 Washington Ave., Chelsea, Ma 02150
Telephone 1-617-889-1100 Telex 94-0608
a.u

RIVERSLEA FARM

Broodm ares for Sale or Lease
W ell Bred Young Stock Always A vailable
V isitors W elcom e

Stallions for 1983
Standing in New Hampshire
CORAL RIDGE
(Painter - April H al)

*2, 000.
ROMANO HANOVER
(Torpid - Romola Hanover)

‘ 1, 000.

BLITZEN
(Speedster - Jean Sampson)

*1, 000.

Standing In Maine

ROYAL PRINCE
(Quick Pick - Shadow Meg)

*750.

PEANUT GALLERY
(Meadow Skipper • Drama G irl)

*750.

HOCKOMOCK BOY
(Newport Ali > Colby’s Princess)

*500.

MANDATE
(Romeo Hanover ■ Blithe Spirit)

And Introducing ...

‘600.

POMP
JOB
$600

(Star’s Pride - Pompon)

*750.

(Star’s Pride— H ustle)

FLYING TACKLE
(Flying Bret - Hattie Barmin)

*400.

Wishing You
A Very Merry Christmas . . .
Wallace Tefft, Owner

Paul Martin, Farm Manager Box 315 Epping, NH. 03042 603-679-5084 or 603-679-5154
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Down Memory Lane

By TOM SHEHAN

(The following is the second of a two
Ed had a very good idea of his
part article on Edwin T. Keller, a worth to any organization in harness
New England native, who will be racing and most of the time got top
inducted into “The Hall of Fame of dollar from them. However, the
The Trotter” in Goshen, N.Y. next current generation could learn a lot
July. This tribute was written by from his attitude of not letting his
Tom Shehan, veteran racing official demands for the top dollar prevent
and track manager, who knew him from accepting assignments at
Keller well over the last 15 years of tracks which could not offer him the
his life.)
kind of money that he had been
Edwin T. Keller, who will be getting and was entitled to get.
posthumously inducted into “The
A case in point was how he hapHall of Fame of The Trotter” in pened to go to work for me. We had
Goshen, N.Y. next July, was widely been friends for a number of years,
known not only here in New even while I was associated with
England, but all over the North thoroughbred racing, and when we
American continent, and for the turned up as general managers of
same reasons. Keller was a “ aHall competing tracks, Georgetown in
of F a m er” in term s of his Delaware, my assignment, and at
achievements in harness racing long Ocean Downs in Maryland, his
before he died in Wrentham, Mass, assignment, two tracks 35 miles
Nov. 9,1978 at the age of 73. It is to be apart, we visited back and forth
regretted that he wasn’t inducted quite often. Particularly, on Sunwhile he was alive and could have days when we were racing and they
enjoyed it.
weren’t.
Ed made no pretense of false
Keller’s operation was more afmodesty. He knew what he had fluent, more successful than mine,
contributed to the sport. He knew and had been operating for years
that many of those being inducted while ours was relatively new.
couldn’t match his credentials, but I Ironically, it was Ed Keller who had
never heard him complain or offer provided the racing knowledge when
any jealous reflections upon the Ed Griffin promoted and opened up
credentials of those selected before Georgetown Raceway, but it had
him. In fact, quite often he would sit gone bankrupt. When it was sold the
down and write articles about them new owners, John Rollins and Dave
for “the Horse Papers,” as he called Buckson, hired me as the manager,
them.
Keller and I talked of cooperating
Don’t misunderstand me, Ed liked for our mutual benefit and worked
to get paid for anything that he did, out an arrangement which was also
but that wasn’t his criteria in those beneficial to the Eastern Shore
situations. He just wanted to be sure Horsemen.
'
that they got a full measure of
It amounted to “Open Racing.”
recognition from the press. He also Keller had money for preferreds and
wrote long letters about their invitationals. I didn’t. Georgetown’s
achievements to sports editors and purses were, of necessity, $500
columnists in those sections of the across the board. Nobody got rich on
country where the Honorees came them. However, there were more
from. He knew most of them and he horses and good horsemen available
wanted to be sure that they were down there than in any area that I
aware of the honor being paid their have worked in until now. Relatively
native sons.
~
speaking, and mark how I describe
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In Rem em brance Of Ed K eller

it, we came up with a plan which
enabled both tracks to offer what
might be described as quality racing
at their own respective economic
levels.
_ Larry Casavant, a Lewiston
native who managed Quad Cities
Race Track in Illinois until recently,
was my racing secretary, and Tom
Kiley, a Portland native who worked
on the Maine Fair Circuit last
summer, was Keller’s man. We
agreed to let Kiley have the best
horses available, since he was
probably going to get them anyhow
as he had more money to offer,
without attempting to confine those
who had stalls at Georgetown to
racing only at that plant.
'
We asked for and received permission to keep our entry box open
uritil Kiley drew his feature events,
Chairman Joe Pittard and his
colleagues on the Delaware Harness
Racing Commission granted our
request in the hope that it would
provide more opportunities for the
horsemen and better racing for both
tracks.
It worked well. Everybody was
doing better than they usually do
when two tracks compete against
each other in close proximity in two
different racing jurisdictions.
The racing itself was good and
competitive at both tracks. It was
not unusual for some of the horses to
go in 2:02, 2:03, 2:04, and 2:05. And,
remember, they were racing for $500
purses across the board. We had a
high percentage of photo finishes,
on e-tw o-th ree, in d ica tin g the
competitiveness of the sport. They
were going faster and for more
money at Ocean Downs, of course,
but when they didn’t get in there
they were still able to race at
Georgetown.
As sometimes happens, a couple of
busy-bodies got involved. The
woman who owned control of Ocean

Downs at that time, knew nothing
about racing. Neither d id 1her advisors. One of them was a clerical
employee of the track, the other the
clerk’s husband, an employee of a
local bank.
I don’t know exactly what happened, but I could probably guess.
Anyhow, one morning when Keller
and his staff, Kiley, Wiley, and
Dickenson came to work, the Ocean
Downs Security Chief was at the
gate and wouldn’t let them in. “ On
orders” he said, from his boss. He
informed them that they were
“ fired.” That was the end of “Open
Racing,” as we knew it that year on
“ The Eastern Shore” and from then
until the end of the season at both
tracks the horses involved were
confined to racing at the track where
they were stabled.
Enroute home to his summer
retreat in Norway, Maine, Keller
stopped at Georgetown Raceway to
say so-long, and asked me to keep
him in mind if I ever had an opening
on my staff. All of which surprised
me since his credentials as a
manager were much more impressive than mine; and I said as
much, asking Ed why he would want
to work for me.
“ I just like the way that you run a
track,” was his reply. Subsequently,
it developed that he wasn’t just
trying to be nice. I made him an
offer later that he could very easily
have refused but he accepted it and
worked for me during the last five or
six years of his life, first at Wheeling
Downs, and then at Scarborough
Downs, whichever happened to be
racing, since Fmanaged the one in
the summer, and the other in the
winter. If only a fraction of those
who were helped along the road to
success in harness racing show up at
Goshen, N.Y. next July for Ed
Keller’s induction, it should be quite
a turnout. I hope to be there.

A ttention, H orsem en
I will winter two race horses in exchange for one weanling or yearling.
Contact: Ray Reynolds
R.F.D. No. 2 Verona Island, Bucksport, ME.
Tel. 207-469-3733

MEADOW BILLY. uu
(Dean Hebert—Meadow Mabel)
($189,894)
Standing In Vermont For Fee of $500
Consistently Tough Race Horse, Exceptional
Conformation. Get Organized Early
For Foal Which W ill Be Eligible
For the New Vermont Breeders Stakes!

Standing First Season At

BURKLYN MANOR FARMS
Ed Keller in the judges stand at Wheeling Downs with some of the officials. (L to
R) Racing Sec. — Fred Greenley, Starter — Tom Wiley, Paddock Judge — Larry
Casavant, and Keller.
.**
..
.!• «

East Burke, Vermont
Tel. 802-626-5233

Speedin Gypsy poses with new owner, Bob Shumway, daughter Larisa and son
Larry at Lewiston Raceway recently.

The Delaware Venture

By r o b e r t s h u m w a y

When I left for the Fall Speed Sale
of standardbreds at Delaware, Ohio,
I had one basic bit of knowledge of
my own about buying: make sure
there’s one leg under each of the four
corners of the horse.
From
trainer/driver,
Gary
Mosher, who went with me and from
trainer/friends, Chet and Jean
Emerson, I had some other simple

advice: first, if you miss a bargain
there’ll be another as good or better
in a minute or two; second, if there’s
nothing wrong with the horse it
wouldn’t be for sale; and finally,
keep the elastic on the bankroll until
you see something you really like.
Other than these tidbits, as a rookie
owner it was for me clearly Alice-inBlunderland.

The Trotting Stallion 3, 2:05.2f

GUV

Entering the Coliseum where the
sales are held is strange indeed for a
beginner. You are immediately
taken by the numbers of Amish
there to buy their carriage horses:
the men in their dark, tightlybuttoned suits, full beards and widebrimmed, flat-topped black felt
hats; their women in long, drab
dresses and snug bonnets, averting
their eyes quickly if they happen to
meet yours; and their beautiful red
cheeked children, dressed like their
parents, with little hint of color.
Chatting with one of the Amish
men at the cashier’s cage, Gary and
I were amazed to learn that he
claimed to have no idea at all of
where Maine was, or even of its
existence. When pressed, he said,
“ If I have no need to go there, what
difference does it make” ? He may
not have known where Maine is, but
he certainly sounded like one of us
with that comment!
People from Maine were there in
force, and from time to time sections
of the arena around the sales ring
could
have
passed
for
the
backstretch at Lewiston. There were
horsemen from Quebec and the
Maritimes and from just about
everywhere else. Everyone ob
viously had the same goal, easy to
say but hard to achieve: get the
most horse for the least money.
When the bidding started I thought
for a time that I’d have to get Gary
to handcuff me to the seat to keep
my hands down. To an inex
perienced owner they all looked
good, and my mouth was watering
as I watched one after the other of
“nice little horses” sold — each one
in my eyes a guaranteed 2:05 pacer
with a little work, but most going to
the Anaish for what seems to be their
top figure of $400., to pull a carriage
to church on Sunday.

We did finally get down to some
serious bidding, and were going at it
pretty good until Gary noticed we
were bidding against only one other
person — naturally a friend from
Maine, so we quit. Later on the
situation repeated itself and this
time he quit for us, and I had my
first purchase. Now all I had to do
was get him on a van and get him
entered at Lewiston for Sunday!
Reflecting later on the first day’s
bidding was an experience in itself.
The horse we liked a lot and “should
have gone” for around $4,000,
brought what was to us an amazing
$8,3000. Another that I thought
should bring $5,000, went for $900. I
wondered, after the fact, why the
one we got didn’t go for more, and
started to worry over defects we
missed. We talked to a young man
with shaking hands and tears in his
eyes because he had to put his only
horse in the sale because of illness —
guaranteeing that the illness was his
and not the horse’s. Knowing I was
crazy, I bought his horse, anyway.
And finally, reflecting on the sad
shape some of the stock was in,
leading you to believe that some
people should be required to get a
license just to own an animal, let
alone race it.
I stayed for only the first two days
of the sale and then fled for home
with my three new champions —
before my wife had time to change
the locks on the doors. After all, I
was the guy who had decided to
“try” harness racing last spring
with one little pacer for a year or so,
who now has six, with a thorough
bred saddle horse thrown in — and
all this living in a house in the city
with a half acre of land.
All in all, though, the chances are
excellent that come November, 1983,
I’ll be heading again for Delaware,
Ohio.

Broodmare of the Month

(R egal Pick— Crash D iet)
And The Pacing Stallion

MAXIE HANOVER
p. 2:02
(T ar H eel— Mitzy H anover)
Will Stand for the 1983 Breeding Season At

SHARP LEE FARM
Fee for Each: $500 (liv e fo a l) E ligible to
Mass. Sires Stakes and New
England Sulky Championships*
* ( Pending Mare R egistration )
Contact: Alfred Pineault or Don Guidette Jr.
Royalston Rd. South. Tel. 617-297-1159
Winchendon, Mass. 01475
<14M

Gentle Lady

By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Gentle Lady never misses. From than $110,000, and although he has
the family of Spinster, success passed his prime, and races as a
comes naturally. Gentle Breeze, her claiming horse, he has proved his
dam, sprang from Breath O Spring dam’s credentials.
immediately before Race Time, Looking Glass by Rivaltime came
fully a decade before Storm next. She was a 2:00 three year old,
and she has nearly passed $75,000 in
Damage.
But she was by Keystoner, bred earnings. Looking Glass is owned in
before the cross to Good Time was New Jersey and will no doubt
verified, and before the greatness of provide colts of quality in that Sire
the strain was apparent. But her Stakes program.
dam had a mark of 2:01.1 and both A second Rivaltime, Rum Jigger
D ancer Hanover and Thorpe followed, a 2:03 pacer. Next came
Hanover were imm ediate kin. Lavish Lad who lowered his mark
Gentle Breeze never raced and until and added to his raceway earnings
recently was bred to only second at Foxboro this summer.
There is a sense of lack of
class stallions.
But the maternal blood remained fulfillment here, each of these
horses were just a win away from
nonetheless.
After a pair of foals by Culver’s greatness. The dam is as near the
Pick and Tar Boy, Gentle Breeze mother lode as possible. But for
was bred to Adios Boy. From these Adios Boy and Keystoner on the top
matings came a pair of mares, side, Gentle Lady would be
Gentle Song, the dam of the tough priceless.
raceway colt, Fly Fly Minstrel, and But the potential remains. Gentle
Gentle Lady. Late in her career, Lady has been subsequently bred to
Gentle Breeze was sent to Nero.
Nansemond and Most Happy Fella,
Similarly her daughter Gentle and like her dam her value has been
Lady was sent to minor league realized only after her prime
stallions early in her career.
productive years have passed. The
Laverne Hanover came cheap. right cross will not only provide a
This top son of Tar Heel was never succession of desirable racehorses,
managed properly as a stud, and by but the potential for stakes winners,
the time he began to look like the and even world class pacing
best son of Tar Heel in the breeding champions exists as well.
shed, it was already exported across
Somehow Gentle Lady typifies
the big pond, a few months later much of New England bloodstock,
Laverne Hanover was dead.
impressive potential, but flawed,
Oscar Minor, Gentle Lady’s first and not quite able to send out a colt
offering has already earned more fast enough to be noticed.
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“SEASON’S GREETINGS”
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Cead Mile Failte Farm
Also Standing

AMMO HANOVER

p. 1:59m. $166,520

(Bullet Hanover - Away Away)
His First Crop Will Race In 1983
FEE: $400

Introducing for ’83! The Well Bred

BRET HARTE

P. 2.00.1m $260,392

(Bret Hanover - Cindy’s Knight)
FEE: $500
And the Proven Sire

TAR HANOVER P202.2b
NEVELE PILOT

T ar Heel • Time Wave

Henry T. Adios - Maxine’s Dream

FEE: $500

SIRE OF: 2 yr. olds Unstable Sean — 2:05.4h
and Gaelic Calorie — 2:10.4
Murray’s Pilot — 2:07.4 and the aged
performer Dawn Racer — 2:04.4

M arilyn and Paul Branagan G reene, ME. 04236

Will Stand The 1983 Season For A Fee Of $750

Nutrition News
Issu e d

q u a r te r ly

It is now the period of time in
which many horses that began
racing have fallen by the wayside.
The race fields have settled down,
and the times are getting faster.
Unfortunately, when the pressure
of bringing a horse to (and maybe
beyond) his actual potential begins
to build, management of horses is
often overlooked. Hundreds of
horses have tremendous desire to
perform and indeed do so very well
until the chips are down and then
they fade. It is possible that they do
not have the stamina. On the other
hand, we cannot quite overlook at
least
two other ' possibilities:
nutritional
adequacy
and
parasitism.
First, let us deal with nutrition.
Many horses are put on relatively
incomplete rations which may not be
adequately fortified with B-complex
vitamins. Since the B-vitamins are
directly involved with utilization of
energy, the horse cannot use what he
eats, which makes him lose his
appetite as well as performance.
Even though the bacteria in his gut
make B-vitamins, they do not seem
to make adequate amounts when the
horse becomes stressed. Injections
of the B-complex vitamins at this
time may increase appetite and
performance. Fortunately, the horse
does have the ability to absorb the

by

R.F.D. No. 2, Box *50

Jugging and Blood Counts

T el. 207-946-562*

ByDr.WiUiam J.Tyznik

T izw h iz Distributors, Inc . P.O. Box 604, 657 High St., Worthington, Ohio 43085

vitamins from his digestive tract.
Feeding
vitamins
is
more
economical than injecting them.
Better yet, feed a fortified, balanced
ration, because the nutrients are
always present when needed and are
not forgotten in the activity of
racing.
Parasites, without doubt, have
ruined more horses than any other
single factor. Horses that are badly
infested with internal parasites may
look good and respond to training.
When hard racing begins, many
horses begin to fade and are soon
retired for a lack of performance.
Not only does the presence of worms
cause problems because of draining
blood and nutrients from the horse,
but more dangerous
is
the
irreparable damage that is caused
by development of scar tissue as the
parasites work on the digestive
system, as well as the arteries and
veins. In some cases, scar tissue
becomes
so pronounced
that
passageways
become
partially
occluded. When this occurs, there is
no point in providing additional
nutrients, blood builders or jugs
to horses because nutrients cannot
get to where they are needed when
they are needed.
Generally when things go wrong,
all sorts of attempts are made to
rectify the situation. First, blood

counts are taken. Several problems
present themselves w h en . blood
counts are taken. The horse is a
unique specie in that at times of
stress such as fear or other ex
citement, he will dump large
quantities of red blood cells into the
circulatory system. The white blood
cell count indicates the presence of
an infection of some sort. Other
blood counts, such as RBC, etc.,
indicate that there may be an
anemia present. Unfortunately,
diagnoses are often made before
“normal” values for a horse have
been established. Each horse is an
individual and as such may not
conform to the published averages.
An excellent policy to follow would
be to leave the horse alone if he is
doing well and bypass blood counts
as a routine practice.
The function of the blood is to
carry nutrients of various sorts to all
parts of the body and then carry
waste products away. For most
efficient functioning of the body and
its nutrients, an intricate balance
must be maintained. When jugs are used, there is an
instant upsetting of the balance
because a number of electrolytes
are infused into the blood system
which cause the horse to be upset
physiologically for a time. The
mistaken idea that We a^e heplacing

minerals, vitamins and amino acids
that were lost during rigorous
exercise cannot be real. First, no
one really knows how much, or
which nutrients have been lost.
Second, do all horses lose the same
level? Most important, when a horse
is fed a balanced diet, the filtration
through the gut regulates to a large
degree what is absorbed and what is
excreted. I would strongly suggest
that the horse be given at least this
advantage. The most likely elec
trolyte to be deficient is salt. If a
horse is given all the salt he wants,
most of the electrolyte will be
replaced in a day or so, which allows
ample time for recovery before the
next performance.
Blood builders have never been
shown to be very effective in im
proving horses or their per
formance. Most blood builders
contain iron, which is not likely to be
deficient because soils generally
contain abundant supplies. Vitamin
B12 deficiences are difficult to
produce in horses, so we must
question the validity of sup
plementation. The rest of the
product is usually made up of an
assortment of various minerals and
protein supplements. Although these
products may not harm horses, they
are usually more costly than they
need be.

2, 2 :03.4; 3, 1:57 ($ 276,201 +)
SONGCAN-GOLDEN HUSTLE-SPIKE HANOVER

Zweig Memorial Trot at Syracuse won by HOT BLOODED m 1 :5 7 . Driver Richard DeSantis.

1983 INTRODUCTORY FEE
$ 1,200

"...YOU HAVE TO BREED TO HIM."
"For the past several years, SONGCAN
has d o m in a te d the N e w York Sire Stakes.
There's no reason w h y HOT BLOODED, his
fastest son, w o n 't d o the same. His record
speaks for itself. He has a tw o year old race
mark of 2:03.4, a three year o ld race mark of
1:57 and has nearly $300,000 on his card. He
has raced against and beaten some o f the best
trotters in the country. A n d at $1,200 ...YOU
HAVE TO BREED TO HIM ."

NORTHSONG FARMS, INC.,

GREENWICH, NEW YORK 12834

ROD McBRIEN, Pres.

(5 1 8 ) 692-9661

JACK DYER, Ph.D., Gen. Mgr.
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C U T ON L I N E A N D M A I L T O F R I E N D S A N D A S S O C IA T E S

S T R E E T :.
C I T Y : ___

ME RR Y CHRISTMAS
- AND
H A P P Y NEW' YEAR

STATE:

J L \

P:

NAME:
S T R E E T :.
STATE:
C IT Y :.
.Z IP :
R E T U R N T O : J E A N E M E R S O N , E D I T O R , B O O M R D ., SACO, M E . 04072

Com es to you as a one yea r g ift
su b scrip tio n fro m :

NORTHEAST
HARNESS
NEWS

M E RR Y CHRISTMAS
AND
H A P P Y NEW' YEAR

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
“Maine’s Showplace”

